
THOUGHTS 
TO LIVE BY   
 

-   Donna 
 
 
 “Sleep is the best meditation.” 

    ~  The Dalai Lama 
 

 “Each of us guards a gate of 
change that can only be unlocked 
from the inside.”         ~  Marilyn 
Ferguson 

 
 “The 10 commandments are not 

multiple choice              ~  Anon 
 
 “The pursuit of happiness is  

the chase of a lifetime !”  
                                              ~ Anon 
 “Don't let the noise of others' 

opinions drown out your own 
inner voice.” 

              Steve Jobs 
 

 Sleep is that golden chain that 
ties health and our bodies 
together.” 

                                       Thomas Dekker 
 

 If love is universal, no one can be 
left out.” 

 
— Deepak Chopra 

 
 Your mind will answer most 

questions if you learn to relax and 
wait for the answer. 

 
-William S. Burroughs 

 

 If you get the inside right, the outside 
will fall into place.” 

—  Eckhart Tolle 
 Stress is caused by being 'here' but 

wanting to be 'there.'” 

—  Eckhart Tolle 
 Love takes off masks that we fear we 

cannot live without and know we 
cannot live within.” 

— James Baldwin 
 

 The thing that is really hard, and 
really amazing, is giving up on being 
perfect and beginning the work of 
becoming yourself.”           

                                      - Anna Quindlen 
 
 There is somebody out there who 

gets it—it being you.” 
—  Leigh Newman 

 “It only takes a split second to smile 
and forget, yet to someone that 
needed it, it can last a lifetime.” 

— Steve Maraboli 
 

 The world is a much more beautiful 
and incredible place than you think, 
and each of us has a great deal of 
power to make it more so.” 

—  Oie Osterkamp 
 Nature does not hurry, yet everything 

is accomplished.” 
— Lao Tzu 

 
 It's in great joy that we grasp truth.” 
 

— Mark Leyner 
 

 The body is an excellent 
communicator.” 

—  Dr. Oz 
 


